UIC campus map and local dining suggestions

1. Parking Corner of Halsted and Taylor
2. Student Union – cafeteria, ATM, coffee, convenience store on 2/F
3. Lecturer Center D1 where all the talks will be held
4. Library
5. SEO (Science and Engineering Offices) Breakfast - 3/F Lounge
6. Tuscany – Dinner Saturday 6-8, pay and check in on Sat. at breakfast
7. Tatsu – Pan Asian
8. Subway – Chain store sandwiches
9. Al’s Beef – Italian beef and sausages
10. Thai Bowl – Thai Chinese
11. Fontano – Submarine sandwiches
12. Carms – everything cheap eats
13. Giordano’s – Italian, Chicago style pizza
14. Greektown – many choices of Greek restaurants on Halsted Street
15. Artopolis – Café/Cafeteria style Greek food
16. Meli – American breakfast/lunch place